Verizon Edgecast Security Advisory Services
Leverage security expertise, deep network insights and
operational excellency to optimize your security posture

Keeping a website secure is an extremely challenging job. Cyber
attacks happen every day, and attack types are constantly evolving.
Our Security Advisory Services provides our customers with a
valuable service: easy access to security experts who can help you
maintain your application’s availability and uptime, providing your
online presence and applications with the ultimate protection.
Keeping up with the evolving security landscape is a full-time job
Managing your security tools and keeping up with the latest in the threat landscape
can be a full-time job; especially since the nefarious parties are ever evolving in finding
ways to steal content and/or break your website. Managing all this can be a challenge
especially when it is not your primary responsibility, and you don’t have the proper
professionals on staff to handle this scenario.

Benefits
• Certified security professionals
• Deep product knowledge
• Expertise in Edgecast CDN DDoS, Web
Application Firewall and Rate limiting
• Broad visibility into threat landscape
• Understanding of customer’s unique challenges
• Extended member of customer’s security team
• Long-term, collaborative relationship
• 24 x 7 peace of mind

It’s not easy to have access to the right security tools and experts
Even with access to the right security tool set, one needs the knowledge on how to use
those tools appropriately and effectively. An aggressive approach may potentially block
legitimate users; a lenient approach might allow nefarious users to gain access. Your
security configurations need to be tuned just right.

Taking a proactive approach is extremely difficult
The cyber security landscape is a moving target; dealing with security threats becomes
a reactive practice. Getting in front of threats will be a perpetual challenge faced; even
with the right tools.

Verizon Edgecast Security Advisory Services

With our Security Advisory
Services you can:
Make confident security decisions about your website
The Verizon DEFEND Web Application Firewall (WAF) is a great
defense against security attacks, but knowing how to use it
effectively for your specific application use case is an added
challenge. With our Security Advisory Service, you can have
knowledgeable security professionals working with you to ensure
maximum efficiency of your security tools. You’ll have access to
experts that can educate you about attacks, plus security architects
will review with you on a regular basis on how to read and respond
to the data provided to you.

Augment your staff with security experts

How does it work?
The Verizon Edgecast Security Advisory Services provides
additional support by a security architect on an ongoing basis to
help you ensure your WAF is finely tuned and always updated to
protect against the latest threats. By leveraging this service, you will
enjoy regular support from a certified Security Solution Architect
(SSA) to help you on a set-time interval (weekly, bi-weekly, monthly).
In addition, you will be able to work with a dedicated security
architect for all your WAF needs. This designated security engineer
can be accessed during regular office hours via phone, email or
conference calls as necessary. Your dedicated security architect
may also visit your location as necessary to train, advise and
collaborate with your security personnel.

We designed our powerful WAF toolsets to be easy to use and
respond quickly to the ever-evolving security landscape. Let our
security architects fine-tune the WAF for you to ensure maximum
availability and performance with minimum security risks.
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Protect your applications even before an attack hits
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Our security architects are a highly specialized team that have their
finger on the pulse of the internet. Web and mobile applications are
constantly being attacked, and our engineers are always watching
and preparing to respond to the attacks. Their primary focus is to
react and respond as quickly as possible, often circumventing many
dangerous scenarios even before they happen.
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Who needs the Verizon Edgecast
Security Advisory Services?
The Verizon Edgecast Security Advisory Services are for current
and future WAF customers looking to optimize their security
results. While our comprehensive Web Application Firewall portal
includes APIs for security automation, we recommend that you don’t
leave something as important as security to on-the-job training.
Hackers are always evolving their methods and are finding creative
ways to circumvent security measures. With Edgecast Security
Advisory Services, you are leveraging the aggregate expertise of
skilled security professionals that have experience gained from
dealing with hack attempts. We strongly encourage you to explore
this service, especially if you are looking to put this on a current
resource on a part-time basis.
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Extend your security team with regular monitoring
and proactive consultation
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Review events from last period.
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Update provided on approved WAF changes since last meeting.
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Learn about changes happening in technical environment.
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Audit performed regularly on existing policies
and configurations.
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Propose WAF and security configuration changes.
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Implement approved changes.

Enjoy premiere web protection with
Edgecast Security Advisory Services.
info@verizondigitalmedia.com
verizondigitalmedia.com
1.877.334.3236
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